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Selected as a “Model Program” by the White house and the US Department of education

Best After-School Program! -LA Parent Magazine

STAR, Inc. is a charitable 501(c)(3) non-profit education organization serving kids, families, schools and communities

Register online at http://ope.starinc.org or contact (619) 782-3107 

mondays at star • 4/23/2018 - 6/4/2018

science of Water
How well do you know H20? In this class, students will learn about the amazing science behind walking on

water.  Can you make it happen?  Junior scientists will create their own customized water rocket from the

power of water and will learn about water in our environment, explore the physical and chemical properties

of water, and discover how scientists harness water’s great power. Join us for our super duper water

rocket launch part at the last day of the session!

time: 2:25 Pm - 3:25 Pm ( K-6 ) fee: $130 no class: 5/28/2018    

culinary arts - san diego
Our ALL STAR culinary art classes seek to explore kid-friendly versions of recipes and creations made

popular by chefs and restaurateurs worldwide. ALL STAR culinary classes create an inspired, fresh and

fun foundation for the hopeful chefs of tomorrow, working on kitchen fundamentals like baking, sautéing

and more. From savory dishes to sweets, STAR students will try their hand at it all! Students will explore

different foods while learning cooking skills.

time: 2:25 Pm - 3:25 Pm ( K-6 ) fee: $140 no class: 5/28/2018    

sPanish 101
Learning Spanish is easy as uno, dos, tres. Learn Spanish while experiencing Spanish culture through a

variety of hands-on activities that makes learning come alive! Students will speak Spanish while learning

about the culture including music, dance, traditional games and much more. Beginners are welcome as we

start with the basics of Spanish in this exciting and engaging class that brings language to life! Olé!

time: 2:25 Pm - 3:25 Pm ( K-1 ) fee: $140 no class: 5/28/2018    

tuesdays at star • 4/24/2018 - 6/5/2018

fashion: seW much fun
This class is more than just “sew-sew.” It’s FANTASTIC! Learn how to sew and explore the endless fashion

possibilities that await. Seasoned instructors will teach basic stitches and all the skills students need to

create fun new projects. Picking fabric and colors that reflect each student’s personal flair is just one way

to express creativity in a class that will keep everyone in stitches! 

time: 2:25 Pm - 3:25 Pm ( 1-6 ) fee: $160

technology: sPy Kids
Spies need gadgets. Not just any gadget, but cool gadgets. And nothing is cooler than learning how to

build and use gadgets just like the spies in the movies. In this exciting hi-tech class, students will learn how

to use kid-friendly electronics and block-based coding to build a new gadget each week. Budding

electronic engineers will use programming and electronics to learn how sensors and different components

interact. Exciting projects include building a motion-sensing fan, heat sensing devices, or a color-changing

smart lamp, and then students can use their skills to make their own prototype gadgets.

time: 2:25 Pm - 3:25 Pm ( 1-6 ) fee: $160

Olivenhain STaR nOva 4 Session!
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